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Classes for Adults September 2022 to July 2023

www.letchworthsettlement.org.uk
01462 682828

info@letchworthsettlement.org.uk
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General Information

Accuracy of Information

Car Parking

Whilst every effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of
information in this brochure,
there may be significant
alterations and additions to the
timetable and courses offered to
comply with Government
guidelines. Letchworth
Settlement also reserves the
right to cancel, reschedule or
amend courses and other
activities and details after
publication.

There is free parking along the
side and to the rear of the
Settlement buildings. We cannot
guarantee parking for everyone
at busy times.

Data
We keep your information in a
database to enable us to process
your enrolment and administer
courses. For further information on
Data Protection please see our
Privacy Policy on our website.

Additional parking is available at
the Open Air Swimming Pool on
Norton Way North (5 minutes walk)
or the Bowling and Tennis Court car
park on Icknield Way (3 minutes
walk).
It is important that students and
members respect the Tutor,
Disabled and Staff parking spaces.
Failure to do so may result in being
no longer permitted to park on the
premises.

Support
Please let the office know of any
special assistance you may
require, or whether you have any
difficulties that might affect your
experience at the Settlement.

Hearing Loops
There are hearing loops
available in the Brunt Room and
the Hall. Please ask if you need
assistance with these.
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Settlement Team
Manager:
Nick Skinner
Administration:
Chloé Ernst
Julie Butcher

Settlement
Officers
Chair:
Hilary Kemp
Secretary:
Marian Adams
Treasurer:
Alan Higbey
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Foreword

Contents

On behalf of the staff and Management
Committee of the Settlement, I would like to
say thank you for selecting our brochure of
courses, and for reading its carefully
planned contents.
Those of you who are already Members at the
Settlement will be familiar with our programme of
recreational education – and with the additional
workshops, talks and facilities that we offer. We trust
that you will find stimulating new subjects to sign up for
this year and discover new tutors to inspire you. We are
as pleased as you are to be able to do this in the social
and supportive atmosphere that has returned to the
Settlement, after the disruptive couple of years during
the pandemic. We do offer some online options too – as
we appreciate that these may be more convenient and
appropriate ways of learning for some subjects and
some people.
For those new to the Settlement, we hope that we can
fire your imagination, exercise your creativity, and
satisfy your thirst for knowledge. We offer opportunities
to acquire new skills – and through one-off workshops,
courses of varying duration and sometimes graded
levels, we aim to provide something to suit everyone.
Whether you are trying your hand at an activity for the
first time or looking to nurture your talent – we can help
you to learn a language, acquire practical arts and crafts
skills or master creative writing. Our tutors are experts
in their subjects and experienced teachers, and many
are practicing artists, writers or academics. Please visit
our unique building and get a feel for the atmosphere –
we hope that this will be the start of a long-term
relationship with the Settlement.
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Enrolment & Fees
All postal enrolments must be
accompanied by an enrolment form
found in the centre of this brochure
or available from the Settlement
office.
Enrolment for the academic year 2022-23 will begin
online, face-to-face in the Settlement office, and from
applications received by post, at 10am on Thursday
30th June for Arts & Crafts only, and on Friday 1st
July for Languages, Creative Writing, and Special
Interest activities. If posting your application, please
use the enrolment form available from the office and
as a pull-out in the middle of this brochure. Postal
applications will be processed in the order received,
whilst visitors to the office are also enrolling and
others are enrolling online. After these two enrolment
days, enrolment will remain open throughout the year.

You need to be a Member of the Settlement if
you want to enrol on a course. To become a
Member, you currently need to telephone or
visit the office in person. Thereafter, members
usually enrol and keep up to date with new
courses, activities, and special events at:

letchworthsettlement.org.uk

CANCELLATION AND
REFUNDS POLICY
Cancellation of courses,
workshops and other events
The Settlement reserves the right to
cancel any course, workshop or other
event if there is insufficient take up to
make it viable to run them. If this
happens, a full refund will be made to
you.

Right to cancel
You have the right to cancel a booking
for a course, workshop or other event
within 14 days of the booking date
(unless the start date of the course,
workshop or other event is within this
period) without giving any reason.
Cancellations within 7 days of a
course or workshop starting, or
during a course (either for the
remainder of the course or for
specific dates) will not be accepted
and no fees refunded unless there are
exceptional circumstances, when any
refunds will be made at the Settlement
Manager’s discretion.

Refund payments
Class Size
Note that a minimum of 8 students is generally necessary
for a course to run.

Re-enrolment
For ongoing courses, once students have a place in the
autumn term they have priority re-enrolment for the next
two terms providing payment is made by the penultimate
week of each term.

Concessions Policy
Discounted fees, for one course per term, may be
available for those who can provide evidence of financial
hardship. Please ask for an application form.
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If a payment was made by debit or
credit card, a refund is made to the
card account. If a payment was made
by any other method, a refund is
usually made by bank transfer.
Refunds will normally be processed
within a week.
Full details of the Cancellation and
Refunds policy are available on the
Settlement’s website or available at
the Settlement office.
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Why choose classes at
Letchworth Settlement?
• We are a unique centre of learning and
creativity which has been serving the people
of Letchworth Garden City and much further
afield for 100 years.
• Our talented tutors provide outstanding
quality of teaching in a huge range of subjects
from arts and crafts to languages to special
interest subjects.
• You will be assured of a warm and friendly
welcome in our beautiful, listed building in
Nevells Road and on-site parking is free.

Settlement Membership
All students on Settlement courses are required
to be Settlement Members.
The annual fee for 2022-2023 is £20 (£15 concession
for age 60+).
Members have full voting rights at the Settlement’s
Annual General Meeting (AGM) including supporting
the trustees who manage the Settlement in partnership
with the Manager.
All Members receive the following benefits:
• Regular emailings and a Settlement brochure
• Discount available at many local shops and
businesses
If you are a UK taxpayer, please consider completing
the Gift Aid declaration on the enrolment form. This
will allow the Settlement to claim an additional 25% of
the value of your membership and any other
donations you make from HM Revenue & Customs –
at no extra cost to you.

2022-23 • The Settlement • 5
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Daily Diary of Courses & Activ
MONDAY

TUESDAY

Afternoon
Applied Arts

Morning

Morning

Wicked Ways with
Watercolours

8

Upholstery

8

Expressive Watercolours
Online
Drawing for Beginners
by Email

9

19
19

10

Spanish Post Beginners

22

10

Spanish Beginners

22

The Great British Songbook

27

Scenes from Provincial Life:
Olive Kitteridge by
Elizabeth Strout

27

Beauty and Restraint:
The Remains of the Day
by Kazuo Ishiguro

27
31

Get Writing for All

24

Drawing for Improvers
by Email

Medieval England

26

Patchwork & Quilting

30

Chinese Brush Painting
Landscape

14

Chinese Brush Painting
Figure & Animal Painting

14

Abstract Painting

8

Upholstery

8

Simply Sewing

9

14
18

Spanish Intermediate

22

1963: One Tumultuous Year

31

18

Get Writing for All

24

20

Women Scientists and their
Amazing Discoveries

Excellent Women by
Barbara Pym

30

26

Script Reading Oscar Wilde:
The Importance of
Being Ernest
33

Italian Advanced
La Chiacchiera
French Beginners Plus
German Improvers

21

German Beginners Plus

21

Spanish Advanced

22

Get Writing for All Online

24

Dance Steps Academy

36

First Garden City
Ladies’ Group

36

Evening
8
26

The Soul of 19th Century
Russian Music with a Native
Russian Online

30

Letchworth Garden City
Society

37

Letchworth & Hitchin
Chess Club

37

Settlement Table
Tennis Group

38

Settlement Players

38
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14

Botanicals with Pencils
Italian Improvers

18

Essential Skills for Online
Business

Chinese Brush Painting
Rolled and Unrolled

The Body in the Library by
Agatha Christie

Italian Advanced 1

Upholstery

15

Italian Beginners Plus

18

Afternoon

14

Acrylic Painting
Italian Beginners

10

Italian Intermediate

Georgian Life Through Five
Paintings

9

Simply Sewing: A Focus on
Technique

The History of Medicine

30

Walking with History 2

33

Fit Steps

36

Only Connect: Howards End
by E M Forster
33

Keep Fit

36

Dance Steps Academy

36

Evening
Life Drawing Plus

11

Knitting for Beginners

15

Knitting for Improvers

15

Get Writing for All

24

Perceiving the World

27

Child Development

31

Letchworth Art Society

37
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ivities
WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

Evening
Simply Sewing

Morning

9
10

Morning

Life Drawing

12

Art of the Landscape

Italian Intermediate 1

19

Settlement Players

38

Expressive Watercolours
Beginners Correspondence
Course

13

20

Cut Flowers for All

13

20

Tapestry Weaving

17

Patchwork & Quilting

Expressive Watercolours

11

Wired and Unwired:
Sugar Flower Modelling

11

French Advanced
Conversation
French Intermediate
Get Writing for All

24

Ancient Greek

28

THURSDAY
Morning

12

Chinese Beginners

21

Lipreading

29

Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds

38

Amazing Feminists of the
Middle East:
Men and Women!

28

Painters of Modern Life

31

Hidden Engineering

32

Walking with History 2

33

Sacred Places of the
Middle East

Black Squirrel
Stitching Group

36

34

Get Painting

36

Hollywood: The Golden Age
of the Studio System
34

Sugarcraft:
Private Tutored Group

38

Evening

Get Painting

25 Club

38

Introduction to Fused Glass

17

LALG Wine
Appreciation Group

36

LALG Wine
Discovery Group

37

36

French Intermediate

20

The Apollo Moonshot

29

Russia from Ivan the Terrible
to Vladimir Putin
32

Afternoon

Afternoon
Life Drawing

11

Simply Sewing

Collage

15

Oil Painting

Sketching the Urban
Environment

16

Hand Beading Exploration
Online
French
Advanced Conversation

9
16

French Beginners

21

16

Dylan Thomas:
Man and Myth

29
33

20

The book of Genesis:
Myth and Psychology

Modern Short Stories
by Women

28

Gustave Klimt and
Fin de Siècle Vienna

34

Contemporary Memoirs

28

Dance Steps Academy

36

32

A Literary Tour of the
United Kingdom

34

Dance Steps Academy

36

17

Letchworth Recorded Music
Society
37

SATURDAY
The Sketchbook

17

Dance Steps Academy

36

HUE

36

SUNDAY

The Poetry of Thomas Hardy 29
Fairy Tales:
Classic & Modern

Watercolours for Beginners

12

Drawing Now

The Language of Irish Protest 32

Afternoon

Evening
Italian Beginners
Letchworth Camera Club

19
37

North Herts Guild of
Spinners, Weavers
and Dyers

37

Poetry ID Group

38

Settlement Players

38

Letchworth Sinfonia

37
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Arts & Crafts

ONGOING COURSES

MONDAYS • 9.30am to 12pm

Wicked Ways With Watercolours
Tutor: Fiona Pruden
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £180
10 9 Jan
£150
10 17 Apr £150

This course is ideal for
anyone who wants to be a
bit adventurous in painting
with watercolours, even if
you haven’t ever tried it
before. With a combination
of demonstration and
discussion, including
composition and some drawing skills, these
classes will take you through the basic skills you
need to start painting, using the characteristics
of this much-loved medium: clear and
transparent but full of light and colour. Subjects
vary widely from sea and landscapes, people,
pets and portraits, still-life, flowers etc.,
journeying from a basic palette to including less
familiar paints and mediums.

MONDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

Abstract Painting
Tutor: Chantelle Stephenson
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £144
10 9 Jan
£120
11 17 Apr £132

Each lesson begins with
an approachable practical
experiment that is later
developed using various
materials such as acrylic
paints, watercolours, pen
and ink and collage. All
will be demonstrated to understand how the
materials can be used in each session and
constant guidance will be given throughout
the course.
Contemporary artists are introduced and
discussed each week to aid as reference
material. This course is ideal for beginners
and amateur artists who want to experiment
with materials and ideas further.
8 • The Settlement • 2022-23

MONDAYS • 9.30am to 12.30pm
MONDAYS • 1.30pm to 4.30pm
MONDAYS • 6.30pm to 9pm

Upholstery
Tutor: Janet Capstick
9.30am & 1.30pm classes
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £216
10 9 Jan
£180
10 17 Apr £180

6.30pm classes
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £180
10 9 Jan
£150
10 17 Apr £150

Come along and learn
upholstery skills in a
friendly and informal
setting. Whether you are a
beginner or have more
experience these classes
provide the ideal
environment to work at
your own pace on your own project with the
support and guidance of an experienced
upholsterer.
Advice will be given about suitability of
projects based on experience as well as the
materials and tools required to complete them.
There are no storage facilities, so projects must
be easily transportable to and from each class.
For information regarding projects please
contact Janet Capstick on 07957 390294 or
email janet@highcroftinteriors.co.uk

‘Another great course.
Looking forward to next
term.’
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MONDAYS • 4.15pm to 6.15pm
WEDNESDAYS • 7.15pm to 9.15pm
THURSDAYS • 4.15pm to 6.15pm

Simply Sewing

TUESDAYS • 10.30am to 12.30pm
ONLINE COURSE

Expressive Watercolours Intermediate Tutor: Suzy Drake
Weeks Starts

Tutor: Jane Neesam
Weeks Starts
Fees per term
MON
Autumn term 12 12 Sep £144
Spring term
10 9 Jan
£120
Summer term 11 17 Apr £132
Weeks Starts
Fees per term
WEDS
Autumn term 12 14 Sep £144
Spring term
10 11 Jan £120
Summer term 11 19 Apr £132
Weeks Starts
Fees per term
THUR
Autumn term 12 15 Sep £144
Spring term
10 12 Jan £120
Summer term 11 20 Apr £132

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

11 13 Sep £132
10 10 Jan £120
11 18 Apr £132

Watercolour is an exciting
and versatile medium and
during this course we aim
to explore various
subjects with the aim of
producing pictures we
can enjoy creating and be
proud of! The tutor will
send a video explanation of the week’s
painting exercise the week before. There will
then be a whole week to paint before your
work is to be photographed and emailed to
the tutor for discussion and feedback during
the Zoom session. This intermediate level
course can be joined via email only if you do
not wish, or are unable, to join on Zoom.

TUESDAYS • 1pm to 3.30pm

Applied Arts
Tutor: Chantelle Stephenson
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term
Construct an item of clothing with a commercial
pattern and gain confidence to enjoy sewing in a
group and at home on your own. Lots of support
will be provided by the tutor, for you to develop
your sewing skills to achieve a professional finish
with zips, facings, hems, gathers, darts, pressing
and more. Come with a project ready to sew or
seek help before getting started on one.
Whether you are making your first skirt or
progressing to something more advanced, all
levels of experience are welcome.
For more information, please contact Jane
Neesam on 07742 292405 or jane@neesam.com

Fees per term

12 13 Sep £180
10 10 Jan £150
11 18 Apr £165

Applied arts is a diverse
course that focuses on the
experimentation of a wide
range of materials and
mixed media. Beginning
each class with
demonstrations you are
then encouraged to develop ideas and allow
your work to take on its own unique style. The
course leads you to working on many different
surfaces and allows you to explore many
possibilities within applying different and
unconventional materials together to produce
incredible outcomes.

2022-23 • The Settlement • 9
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Arts & Crafts

ONGOING COURSES

TUESDAYS
EMAIL COURSE

TUESDAYS • 9.45am to 12.15pm
WEDNESDAYS • 7.00pm to 9.30pm

Drawing for Beginners

Patchwork & Quilting
Tutor: Sheena Roberts

Tutor: Suzy Drake
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

11 13 Sep £132
11 10 Jan £132
11 18 Apr £132

This beginners’ course will
take you through the basics
of learning how to draw.
The aim is to give you the
basic tools with which to
practise and progress your
drawing. Your Tutor will
send you information and a video tutorial on the
Tuesday and completed artwork should be
photographed and returned prior to the next
week’s lesson for feedback.

Weeks Starts
Fees per term
TUE
Autumn term 11 20 Sep £165
Spring term
11 10 Jan £165
Summer term 11 18 Apr £165
Fees per term
Weeks Starts
WEDS
Autumn term 11 21 Sep £165
Spring term
11 11 Jan £165
Summer term 11 19 Apr £165

TUESDAYS
EMAIL COURSE

Drawing for Improvers
Tutor: Suzy Drake
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

11 13 Sep £132
11 10 Jan £132
11 18 Apr £132

This improvers course will
give you the opportunity to
further practise those skills
learnt through the
beginners course. Your
Tutor will send you
information and a video
tutorial on the Tuesday and completed artwork
should be photographed and returned prior to
the next week’s lesson for feedback given in
video format.

A relaxed, informal class to learn the skills of
machine patchwork and quilting and add a
little design pizazz along the way! Follow one
of my designs for a quilt, wall-hanging, or
smaller item; or bring your own project. A
range of techniques will be covered including
rotary cutting, getting the best from your
sewing machine, colour choices, machine
piecing and quilting and basic construction
methods. All levels of experience are
welcome.

‘Really enjoyed every
moment.’
10 • The Settlement • 2022-23
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TUESDAYS • 7.00pm to 9.00pm

WEDNESDAYS • 10.00am to 12.30pm

Life Drawing Plus

Expressive Watercolours

Tutor: Collette Hoefkens

Tutor: Suzy Drake

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

8
8
8

Weeks Starts

13 Sep
10 Jan
18 Apr

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

11 14 Sep £165
10 11 Jan £150
11 19 Apr £165

Joining this positive and
supportive group gives
you the opportunity to
focus on developing your
observation and drawing
skills. Each week you will
work directly from life and
will be encouraged to
explore different aspects and disciplines to
create a successful drawing. The focus of the
course will be on the nude model, but will also
include one evening’s themed, clothed session.
Guidance will be given on line, tone, colour
and using different media. Beginners and
improvers welcome. Fees paid direct to tutor, in
advance of term. Please contact Collette for
more details on 07942 893457.

Watercolour is an exciting
and versatile medium.
During this intermediate
level course, we aim to
explore this versatility,
playing with colour and a
host of different
techniques such as layering washes, and wetin-wet sponging. We will also look at how to
put a successful picture together through a
range of different subjects from flowers to
landscapes with the aim of producing pictures
we can enjoy creating and be proud of!

WEDNESDAYS • 9.30am to 11.30am

WEDNESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

Wired and Unwired
Sugar Flower Modelling

Life Drawing
Tutor: Suzy Drake

Tutor: Celia Hasan
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Weeks Starts
Fees per term

10 14 Sep £120
10 11 Jan £120
10 26 Apr £120

This course covers
working with flower paste
and rolled fondant to
model delicate flowers,
both wired and unwired,
that adorn wedding, and
celebration cakes. These
skills will be developed
using techniques that enable progression at
your own pace. You will learn about design,
colour, and fineness of petals to create delicate
flowers, and how to create a wired sugar flower
bouquet.
Course work is developed progressively
over three terms, each term being a complete
unit of study.

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

11 14 Sep
10 11 Jan
11 19 Apr

Drawing the human body
is a wonderful way for
anyone, from beginner to
the more experienced, to
improve their drawing
skills. Using short and
long poses, and a variety
of media and materials we will explore the
visual potential of the human form to create
exciting images.
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Arts & Crafts

ONGOING COURSES
THURSDAYS • 1pm to 3.30pm

‘The tutor’s
enthusiasm for her
subject is
infectious!
A wonderful
presenter with
amazingly
extensive
knowledge.’

To find out more about our tutors go
to the biographies section on our
website:
www.letchworthsettlement.org.uk/co
urses/tutor-biographies

Oil Painting
Tutor: Chantelle Stephenson
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 15 Sep £180
10 12 Jan £150
11 20 Apr £165

The afternoon Thursday
oil painting group is a
lively, approachable, and
unique class. Students are
encouraged to build and
respond to their own
natural strengths and
focus on building their own unique style
within the painting process. Each student shall
shape a diverse narrative from their own
sources of inspiration, from their own
sketches, photography and still life. Current
and past painters will be discussed in class
also for inspiration.

WEDNESDAYS • 7pm to 9pm

FRIDAYS • 9.30am to 12pm

Life Drawing

Art of the Landscape

Tutor: Collette Hoefkens

Tutor: Mike Rollins

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

8
8
8

14 Sep
11 Jan
19 Apr

This is an excellent
opportunity to work in a
friendly and diverse group.
Working directly with the
model you will be able to
develop and explore your
own unique style. From
beginners to professional
artists and illustrators, these sessions are
structured to enable you to practice and
experiment, allowing you to broaden your
creative potential. Support and guidance are
available in using a range of media including
charcoal, pencil, and oils. Beginners and
experienced artists are welcome. Fees paid
direct to tutor, in advance of term. Contact
Collette for more details on 07942 893457.
12 • The Settlement • 2022-23

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

10 23 Sep £150
10 13 Jan £150
10 28 Apr £150

Artists have been painting
the landscape since
ancient times to try and
understand and celebrate
the world around them.
Students will learn,
through demonstration
and practice, how to use
composition, colour, and texture to tackle a
wide range of landscape scenes.
Whilst inspiration will be gained through
informal discussion of artists and locations,
students will be guided through the creation
of a painting using photographic reference
and a variety of mediums, including
watercolour, acrylic, and pastels.
Beginners and improvers welcome.
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FRIDAYS • 10.30am to 12.30pm
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Expressive Watercolours –
Beginners Tutor: Suzy Drake
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

10 16 Sep £120
10 13 Jan £120
10 21 Apr £120

Learn the basics to
practice and progress
your painting. From the
materials you need, how to
set up your workspace
and use your paints, to
how to mix colours and
create washes. This emailonly course involves a video explanation of
exercises, techniques, and handouts. Exercises
are to be completed during the week, allowing
plenty of time to practice. Completed artwork
is to be photographed and emailed to the tutor
for the following Friday so that individual video
feedback and help can be given.

FRIDAYS • 10.00am to 12pm

Cut Flowers for All
Tutor: Helen Allen
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

10 16 Sep £135
10 13 Jan £135
10 28 Apr £135

Create wonderful,
seasonal floral designs
and learn tips to get the
best from your cut stems.
With a range of floral
designs from vintage to
contemporary, you will try
something different each week to enjoy fresh
for the weekend. The course is for beginners
to intermediate level (but not absolute
beginners). A starter pack of containers and
equipment will be made available. You will
provide your own plant material each week,
though the tutor can provide some. This
course may also be taken via Zoom.

Gift
Vouchers
Why not give the gift of
learning to someone you
know?
We offer gift vouchers in £20, £10,
and £5 denominations, with a choice
of two attractive gift cards.
Valid for one year from date of issue,
the vouchers cannot be exchanged
for cash, and are redeemable in
person only at the Settlement office
when booking a course.
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Arts & Crafts

SHORT COURSES
TUESDAYS • 10am to 12.30pm

Botanicals with Pencils
Tutor: Jill Winch
Weeks Starts

Autumn term

TUESDAYS • 10am to 12.30pm

Chinese Brush Painting –
Landscape Tutor: Marion Dearlove
Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

10 Jan

Fees per term

£75

We will be looking at some of the techniques
used in Chinese Xieyi (free style) landscape
painting. We will be using Chinese brush
painting materials throughout. Suitable for
beginners and improvers

TUESDAYS • 10am to 12.30pm

Chinese Brush Painting –
Rolled and Unrolled
Tutor: Marion Dearlove
Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

TUESDAYS • 10am to 12.30pm

Chinese Brush Painting – Figure
and Animal Painting
Tutor: Marion Dearlove
Weeks Starts

5

18 Apr

Fees per term

£75

We will be looking at some of the techniques
used in Chinese Xieyi (free style) figure and
animal painting. We will be using Chinese
brush painting materials throughout. Suitable
for beginners and improvers
14 • The Settlement • 2022-23

Fees per term

13 Sep £75

Solving the mystery of
using coloured pencils.
Since becoming an
ambassador for Derwent,
Jill has been given the
opportunity to use a
variety of different pencils
that are made by Derwent. On this course she
will explore what each one does, from the
watercolour, to the inktense, to metallic
pencils, wax and oil-based pencils, and
graphite pencils.
Each week Jill will concentrate on a different
type of pencil and will use them to paint all
the wonderful Botanicals on offer during the
autumn, from seedheads, to autumn berries,
to fungi and many more

Fees per term

21 Feb £75

We will be looking at some of the techniques
used in Chinese Xieyi (free style) hand scroll
painting using landscape as the subject. Hand
scrolls were long narrow paintings that were
rolled and unrolled for viewing. If you are not
brave enough for a hand scroll, the individual
images can be painted as smaller paintings.
We will be using Chinese brush painting
materials throughout. Suitable for beginners
and improvers.

Summer term

5

TUESDAYS • 1.15pm to 3.45pm

Simply Sewing –
A Focus on Technique
Tutor: Jane Neesam
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Summer term

5
5

Fees per term

1 Nov £75
18 Apr £75

In this short course we will
develop our construction
skills and sewing processes
through making small and
jolly projects in a workshop
style. Your tutor will be
including skills such as
topstitching, trimming and layering seams,
making binding, perfect zips, pressing and
finishing to complete gorgeous things such as
gift bags, make up purses, bunting and bags.
(Perfect for Christmas and Summer prep!)
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TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 4pm

TUESDAYS • 7pm to 9pm

Acrylic Painting

Knitting for Improvers
Tutor: Chris Taylor

Tutor: Mike Rollins
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term

5
5

Fees per term

13 Sep £75
10 Jan £75

Acrylic paint is one of the
most exciting and versatile
mediums for creating art. In
this course, suitable for
beginners and improvers,
students will explore a
variety of techniques and
methods of application through tutor
demonstration and practice. Throughout the
course, students will be encouraged to
experiment and develop their own personal style
of painting culminating in a final piece of artwork
that draws on what they have learned.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

1 Nov

Fees per term

£60

Come and try some
different knitting
techniques. I aim to cover
things like Fan and
Feather stitch, Entrelac,
honeycomb stitch,
different ribs, and Illusion
Knitting. The main requirement is that you feel
confident to cast on, knit and purl, and cast off
- you will also need 4mm needles, Double
Knit yarn in a couple of colours for some of
the work – and a desire to increase your skills.

Fees include some materials costs.

TUESDAYS • 7pm to 9pm

WEDNESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

Knitting for Beginners

Collage

Tutor: Chris Taylor

Tutor: Stuart Jones

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

Fees per term

13 Sep £60

Learn to knit. Find out
more about a craft that is
hundreds of years old yet
has a modern appeal to it.
You will learn basic Cast
On and Cast Off; also, the
Knit and Purl stitches and
then on to work simple lace patterns, cables
and colour work.... yes, they can be simple!
We will also look at how to follow patterns,
what ball-bands are there for and how to sew
up and finish off items.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

Fees per term

14 Sep £60

Develop your
understanding of collage
by exploring a range of
techniques and processes
to create experimental
collages using found
images, your own images,
and coloured and painted paper.

2022-23 • The Settlement • 15
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Arts & Crafts

SHORT COURSES

WEDNESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

THURSDAYS • 2pm to 4pm

Sketching the Urban
Environment

Drawing Now
Tutor: Louise Lahive

Tutor: Stuart Jones

Weeks Starts

Weeks Starts

Summer term

5

Fees per term

19 Apr £60

Explore a range of
approaches to sketching
the urban environment
through a variety of
drawing techniques and
processes using line,
mark-making, tone, and
scale. Create experimental sketches using
drawing materials including graphite,
charcoal, and ink.

Autumn term

10 8 Sep

Fees per term

£125

Drawing is the most
accessible form of art; all
you need is paper and a
pencil. But drawing can
also be much more than
just a sketch. Over this
course we will be
experimenting with different approaches to
drawing, incorporating traditional and
contemporary methods that students can
continue to enjoy in their own time. We will be
using pencil, charcoal and ink and looking at
artists as varied as Rembrandt and Sol LeWitt.
Students do not need to be able to draw or
have any form of drawing experience. This
class is open to beginners as well as more
experienced students.

WEDNESDAYS • 2pm to 4pm
ONLINE COURSE

THURSDAYS • 10am to 12pm

Hand Beading Exploration

Tutor: Helen Allen

Floristry for Beginners
Weeks Starts

Tutor: Sara Rickards
Weeks Starts

Autumn term

10 5 Oct

Fees per term

£120

Create your own design
that explores a wide
variety of hand beading
techniques. Learn how to
apply beads, sequins, and
crystals, individually and
in rows. Experiment with
beading bursts, flower motifs and a variety of
other beading techniques.
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Autumn term

5

Fees per term

15 Sep £70

Do you want to know how
to arrange cut flowers in a
vase properly or how to
create a lovely floral gift?
If so, this fortnightly
course is for you. No prior
experience is needed. You
will create a variety of simple but beautiful
floral designs each week on this fun course.
You will need to source your own readily
available flowers and foliage but a sundries
pack for the course may be ordered from
your tutor for around £15 in week 1. A
materials list for a simple design will be
provided for week 1.Please note the session
dates: 15th Sep; 29th Sep; 13th Oct; 27th
Oct; 17th Nov.
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FRIDAYS • 10am to 12pm

FRIDAYS • 6.30pm to 9.30pm

TapestryWeaving

Introduction to Fused Glass

Tutor: Lucy Sugden

Tutor: Jane Ducarreaux

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

10 16Sep

Fees per term

£132

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

Fees per term

16 Sep £130

The course will teach you
the basic skills to produce
a woven tapestry from
your warp to weft,
interlocks, and blending,
through to creating your
own design. You will learn
how to attach a warp and use traditional
techniques to produce a small woven piece
before interpreting your own design and
further developing your preferred methods.

This course provides an
introduction to the basics
of glass fusing. Over the
weeks you will learn
about glass and its infinite
possibilities; be taught to
cut; how to plan a project
and the different finishes that can be achieved
using a variety of techniques, before realising
a number of projects including a wall panel, a
coral bowl, a suite of jewellery or Xmas
decorations, and a decorative plate and
coasters. Materials included.

FRIDAYS • 1pm to 3.30pm

SATURDAYS • 10am to 12pm

Watercolours for Beginners

The Sketchbook

Tutor: Kate Burgess

Tutor: Chantelle Stephenson

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

Fees per term

16 Sep £80

A fun afternoon exploring
the use of watercolours
and their possibilities.
This is a relaxed
workshop for those
wishing to learn the basic
techniques of painting
with watercolours and includes simple colour
theory. Materials included.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

Fees per term

17 Sep £65

The Sketchbook course is
an ideal course for anyone
wishing to explore an idea
or theme in greater detail.
The course will allow you
to develop drawings,
prints and painting studies
in an array of different
mediums and techniques all guided by the
tutor throughout. You will be given a hardback
concertina sketchbook to develop and work
through to create the visual narrative. The
course is also ideal for those wishing to
strengthen and develop further ideas for
determining future projects for example
paintings or writing. The sketchbook can be
displayed and treasured once completed.
Please bring a pencil, a fine-line pen, and a
basic watercolour set and brushes.
2022-23 • The Settlement • 17
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Languages [Italian]
MONDAYS • 9.30am to 11.30am

MONDAYS • 2.30pm to 4pm

Italian – Intermediate

Italian – Advanced 1

Tutor: Ada Marini

Tutor: Ada Marini

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £144
10 9 Jan
£120
10 17 Apr £120

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £108
10 9 Jan
£90
10 17 Apr £90

This is a friendly class for
students who already
have a few years of
learning and a good
grasp of the language.
There is plenty of
opportunity to practice
and enhance spoken
Italian, including by listening to authentic
recordings as well as carefully working on
elements of grammar. A good textbook and
various other material will be used to
facilitate and build language confidence. A
variety of topics will be covered such as
Italian history, culture, and society with the
aim of making the learning engaging and fun.

A lively class for students
who want to practice the
language and improve
their fluency. This is
achieved by making use
of a variety of resources
including textbooks,
videos and newspapers. Student chosen
themes are also encouraged to facilitate
general conversational skills and elements of
grammar. Topics in class will cover current
affairs, tradition, history and more.

MONDAYS • 12.30pm to 2pm

TUESDAYS • 9.30am to 11.30am

Italian – Advanced
La Chiacchiera

Italian – Improvers
Tutor: Ada Marini

Tutor: Ada Marini
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Weeks Starts
Fees per term

12 12 Sep £108
10 9 Jan
£90
11 17 Apr £100

La Chiacchiera is a
relaxed, lively, and
enjoyable class for
advanced students
looking to converse and
practise Italian.
Resources such as
books, articles, newspapers, and videos will
be used to encourage interesting and
inspiring conversations to further develop
vocabulary and language eloquence.
Topics will range from Italian current affairs,
history, culture, politics, music, art, cookery
and many more.
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Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 13 Sep £144
10 10 Jan £120
11 18 Apr £132

A friendly and engaging
class for students who
already have a good
general knowledge of the
language and wish to
progress to a higher
level. We will develop
greater language skills by building
confidence in spoken Italian, with a focus on
listening comprehension, conversation,
vocabulary, and use of grammar. We will
work through a textbook and supplement this
with a variety of extra activities, recordings,
videos, games, and conversation on
engaging and informative topics.
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TUESDAYS • 12pm to 1.30pm

WEDNESDAYS • 6.30pm to 8pm

Italian – Beginners

Italian – Intermediate 1

Tutor: Ada Marini
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Tutor: Ada Marini
Fees per term

12 13 Sep £108
10 10 Jan £90
11 18 Apr £100

Are you a beginner or
have a little Italian
knowledge? Come and
join this friendly class
where you will gain a
good basic understanding
of the Italian language in
everyday situations through interactive and
engaging activities such as listening, speaking,
writing, and reading skills. Basic grammar and
additional material to reinforce your weekly
lessons will be given.
Due to the continued progression of this course
during the year, complete beginners cannot join it
after the Autumn Term.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 14 Sep £108
10 11 Jan £90
11 19 Apr £100

This is a friendly class
where students can
naturally progress from
previous studies and
experience, developing
greater language skills
and building confidence
in the spoken language with a focus on
listening comprehension, vocabulary as well
as grammar. We will be working through a
textbook supplemented with a variety of
activities, recordings, videos, games, and
conversation on engaging and informative
topics.

TUESDAYS • 2.30pm to 4pm

THURSDAYS • 6.30pm to 8pm

Italian – Beginners Plus

Italian – Beginners

Tutor: Ada Marini

Tutor: Ada Marini

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 13 Sep £108
10 10 Jan £90
11 18 Apr £100

This is a welcoming class
for students with a basic
knowledge of Italian who
wish to progress to a
higher level and become
more confident speakers.
The aim is to improve
vocabulary, listening skills, reading and
grammar as well as language and cultural
understanding more broadly.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 15 Sep £108
10 12 Jan £90
11 20 Apr £100

Are you a beginner or
have a little Italian
knowledge? Come and
join this friendly class
where you will gain a
good basic understanding
of the Italian language in
everyday situations through interactive and
engaging activities such as listening, speaking,
writing, and reading skills. Basic grammar and
additional material to reinforce your weekly
lessons will be given.
Due to the continued progression of this course
during the year, complete beginners cannot join it
after the Autumn Term.
2022-23 • The Settlement • 19
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Languages [French]
MONDAYS • 2pm to 3.30pm

French – Beginners Plus
Tutor: Marine Boulter
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £108
10 9 Jan
£90
10 17 Apr £90

This class is for students
who have a basic
knowledge of French.
The aim of the course is
to extend vocabulary as
well as grammar to
develop further the
experience of the language alongside the
discovery of French culture and traditions.

WEDNESDAYS • 11.45am to 1.15pm
WEDNESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3pm

French – Advanced
Conversation
Tutor: Marine Boulter
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 14 Sep £108
10 11 Jan £90
11 19 Apr £100
Come and join us in this
informal, friendly, and
lively group of students to
converse with ease on a
wide range of topics
whilst sampling and
sharing French language
and culture.

WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 11.30pm

THURSDAYS • 9.30am to 11.30am

French – Intermediate

French – Intermediate

Tutor: Marine Boulter

Tutor: Marine Boulter

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

12 14 Sep £108
10 11 Jan £90
11 19 Apr £100

This is a very friendly
class for those who wish
to focus on improving
their conversation skills.
We will work on
vocabulary and grammar
and use written articles,
videos, and quizzes which give us an
opportunity to cover a wide range of topics
in current affairs, French culture and tradition.
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Weeks Starts

Fees per term

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 15 Sep £144
10 12 Jan £120
11 20 Apr £132

This is a friendly
stimulating class working
on conversational skills
by sharing interests and
ideas on a wide range of
topics. Working through
texts, videos, and
different activities to reinforce grammar, you
will develop your vocabulary and discover
more about French culture week-by-week.
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[Chinese]

[German]

THURSDAYS • 11.45am to 1.15pm

MONDAYS • 2pm to 3.30pm

French – Beginners

German – Improvers

Tutor: Marine Boulter
Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Tutor: Abigail Huffer
Fees per term

12 15 Sep £108
10 12 Jan £90
11 20 Apr £100

This class is for complete
beginners with little or no
knowledge of French, or
for those who would like
to go back to the basics.
Audio-visual interactive
activities ensure that
learning the language will be a fun and
enjoyable experience.
Due to the continued progression of this course
during the year, complete beginners cannot join it
after the Autumn Term.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £108
10 9 Jan
£90
10 17 Apr £90

This is a class for those
who have a knowledge of
German and are familiar
with the present, past and
future tenses and talking
about themselves and
their daily life. Using a
course book and additional materials, we will
continue to work on all four skills and start to
look at more advanced sentence structures
and grammar to be able to communicate
effectively in Germany, Austria, or
Switzerland.

FRIDAYS • 10am to 12pm

MONDAYS • 3.45pm to 5.15pm

Chinese – Beginners

German – Beginners Plus

Tutor: Helena Hon

Tutor: Abigail Huffer

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 16 Sep £144
10 13 Jan £120
11 21 Apr £132

Learning Chinese is
easier than you think –
with none of the tenses,
plurals, cases, or genders
that can make learning
European languages
difficult. What’s more,
Mandarin is one of the
most spoken languages in the world.
Challenge yourself to a brain workout. You
will gain a basic understanding of everyday
expressions. By the end of the course, you
should be able to order dishes in your local
Chinese restaurant.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £108
10 9 Jan
£90
10 17 Apr £90

This is a class for those
who have a knowledge of
German and are familiar
with the present tense
and talking about
themselves and their
daily life. Using a course
book and additional materials, we will
continue to work on all four skills and the
grammar from the beginners course to be
able to communicate effectively in Germany,
Austria, or Switzerland.

Due to the continued progression of this course
during the year, complete beginners cannot join it
after the Autumn Term.
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Languages [Spanish]
MONDAYS • 11.30am to 1pm

TUESDAYS • 11.30am to 1pm

Spanish – Advanced

Spanish – Post Beginners

Tutor: Maria Perez Luis

Tutor: Maria Perez Luis

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 12 Sep £108
10 9 Jan
£90
10 17 Apr £90

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 13 Sep £108
10 10 Jan £90
11 18 Apr £100

This friendly class is for
students who have a
significant knowledge of
Spanish vocabulary and
feel confident using the
present, past and future
tenses, having studied
the language for several years. All four skills
(speaking, listening, reading, and writing)
will be incorporated into our lessons. The
students will learn and practice more
advanced sentence structures and
grammatical points, including the
subjunctive, and will also explore the culture
of different Spanish-speaking countries.

This is a friendly class for
students who already
have a knowledge of
basic Spanish
vocabulary and the
present tense. We will be
covering further
vocabulary topics as well as grammatical
points, including the future and past tenses.
Using the textbook and additional materials,
students will also have the opportunity to
explore Spanish and Latin American culture
and traditions.

TUESDAYS • 9.45am to 11.15am

TUESDAYS • 2pm to 3.30pm

Spanish - Intermediate

Spanish - Beginners

Tutor: Maria Perez Luis

Tutor: Maria Perez Luis

Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 13 Sep £108
10 10 Jan £90
11 18 Apr £100

This class is for students
who already have a
knowledge of Spanish
and are familiar with the
present, past and future
tenses. We will use a
textbook and
supplementary materials to study additional
grammatical points as well as further
vocabulary topics. Students will also have the
opportunity to explore Spanish and Latin
American culture through presentations and
discussions in a friendly atmosphere.
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Weeks Starts

Autumn term
Spring term
Summer term

Fees per term

12 13 Sep £108
10 10 Jan £90
11 18 Apr £100

This class is for complete
beginners who have very
little or no knowledge of
Spanish. We will be
covering common
expressions used in
everyday situations as
well as the basics of Spanish grammar.
Speaking and listening skills will be
emphasized in a relaxed and friendly
atmosphere.
Due to the continued progression of this course
during the year, complete beginners cannot join it
after the Autumn Term.
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Hire a Room
at the Settlement.
Please contact the office
for details of our hiring
rates and availability.
Spaces may be booked for occasional
or regular use.
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Creative Writing
GetWriting for All
Tutor: Elizabeth Barber
MONDAYS • 10am to 12pm
Weeks Starts

Fees per term

Autumn term
Autumn term

6
6

5 Sep
31 Oct

Spring term
Spring term

5
5

9 Jan
£60
20 Feb £60

Summer term
Summer term

4
6

17 Apr £48
5 Jun
£72

£72
£72

MONDAYS • 2pm to 4pm
ONLINE COURSE
Weeks Starts

Fees per term

Autumn term
Autumn term

6
6

5 Sep £72
31 Oct £72

Spring term
Spring term

5
5

9 Jan
£60
20 Feb £60

Summer term
Summer term

4
6

17 Apr £48
5 Jun
£72

TUESDAYS • 10am to 12pm
Weeks Starts

Fees per term

Autumn term
Autumn term

6
6

6 Sep
1 Nov

Spring term
Spring term

5
5

10 Jan £60
21 Feb £60

Summer term
Summer term

6
6

18 Apr £72
6 Jun
£72

£72
£72

TUESDAYS • 7pm to 9pm
Weeks Starts

Fees per term

Autumn term
Autumn term

6
6

6 Sep
1 Nov

Spring term
Spring term

5
5

10 Jan £60
21 Feb £60

Summer term
Summer term

6
6

18 Apr £72
6 Jun
£72
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£72
£72

WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 12pm
Weeks Starts

Fees per term

Autumn term
Autumn term

6
6

7 Sep
2 Nov

Spring term
Spring term

5
5

11 Jan £60
22 Feb £60

Summer term
Summer term

6
6

19 Apr £72
7 Jun
£72

£72
£72

These classes are ideal for
anyone who enjoys writing
or would like to start. No
experience is necessary.
The emphasis is on having
fun and through a
combination of
reference to published texts, writing, and
listening, confidence is built in writing fiction
and non-fiction. Short, optional homework
exercises are set weekly with supportive
feedback from the group for those who find this
helpful. Students can enrol at any half
term, with most students continuing throughout
the year.
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The Settlement
welcomes
volunteers
The Settlement has a long tradition as a self-sustaining
organisation and highly values assistance from volunteers known as the ‘Friends of the Settlement’. This group
helps at fund-raising events, delivers brochures and
advertising material, carries out gardening and interior
decorating work, makes a range of other contributions.
‘Friends’ may sometimes even join
the management committee.
If you have some time to
spare and would like to be
added to the list of ‘Friends
of the Settlement’, please
speak to the office. This will
not commit you to any work
but may lead to future
invitations to get involved.
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Special Interest [Autumn Term]
MONDAYS • 7.00pm to 9.00pm

‘The lecturer is
passionate about
her subject.’

Essential Skills for
Online Business
Tutor: Anna Zannides
Weeks Starts

‘The tutor has a
great way with the
class and is keen
to ensure we all
learn and enjoy
ourselves.’
‘An excellent
course and venue!’

Autumn term

6

12 Sep

Fees per term

£78

This course is aimed at
small businesses or
startups looking to take
advantage of online
business media and
opportunities to promote
their work. It is also
useful for anyone who has an interest in using
social media or blogs to promote a passion
or project. Please bring your own device.
The Settlement wi-fi will be available.

MONDAYS • 10.00am to 12.00pm

TUESDAYS • 10.00am to 12.00pm

Medieval
England

Women Scientists and their
Amazing Discoveries

Tutor: Honor Ridout

Tutor: Christopher Woolston

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

10

12 Sep

Fees per term

£130

Modern portrayals give
us all the grime of
medieval life, from
hapless peasants to stern
rulers in leather and
studs. But the people
loved colour and their
lives were often more complicated than we
expect. The age gave rise to the castles and
cathedrals that we still have but also to our
geography, legal systems, parliament, and
printed books. We’ll look at the records,
letters and manuscripts that reveal all this.
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Weeks Starts

Autumn term

Fees per term

10 13 Sep £130

Many people would find
it difficult to name more
than one or two notable
women scientists. This
reflects the fact that,
throughout history,
science has often been
seen as a male pursuit. In this course we will
look at some of the amazing contributions to
science made by Rosalind Franklin, Caroline
Herschel, Marie and Irene Curie, Dorothy
Hodgkin, Jocelyn Bell-Burnell, Cecilia PayneGaposchkin, and many others.
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TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

The Great British
Songbook

Scenes from Provincial
Life: Olive Kitteridge by
Elizabeth Strout

Tutor: Stephen Barnard
Weeks Starts

Autumn term

6

6 Sep

Fees per term

Tutor: Margaret Norwich

£78

What do songs as diverse
as The Skye Boat Song,
Rule Britannia, Don’t Dilly
Dally and Waterloo Sunset
reveal about our history
and character? What
makes Jerusalem so
emotive and relevant two centuries after
William Blake’s death? Join us to explore how
patriotic anthems, folk songs and music hall
choruses not only reflected their times but
helped shape our national identity - and how
20th century songwriters brought a uniquely
British quality to comedy songs, theatre
tunes, wartime ballads and pop lyrics.

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

6

1 Nov

Fees per term

£78

This story about a
teacher in a small coastal
town, who is sometimes
at the centre and
sometimes on the
periphery of the
collection of short stories
which form the novel, won the Pulitzer Prize
for Elizabeth Strout in 2008. “As perfect a
novel as you will ever read, animating the
ordinary with astonishing force,” commented
the Evening Standard. Olive is a character
you may love or loathe, but you will never
forget!

TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

TUESDAYS • 7.00pm to 9.00pm

Beauty and Restraint:
The Remains of the Day
by Kazuo Ishiguro

Perceiving the
World
Tutor: Sue Woollard

Tutor: Margaret Norwich
Weeks Starts

Autumn term

6

6 Sep

Weeks Starts
Fees per term

£78

This Booker Prize
winning novel is
described by The New
York Times as “a dream
of a book: a beguiling
comedy of manners that
evolves almost magically
into a profound and heart-rending study of
personality, class and culture.” First
published in 1989 its story resonates as
powerfully now as then, and its evocation of
pre-war England and “Englishness” is tender
and illuminating.

Autumn term

5

13 Sep

Fees per term

£65

This course will explore
the psychology involved
in our interpretation and
misinterpretation of the
world around us. It will
cover a range of topics
including why we are
taken in by visual illusions, why eyewitness
testimony can be so unreliable and how we
use non-verbal cues to interpret the real
meaning behind what people say.
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Special Interest [Autumn Term]
WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 12pm

WEDNESDAYS • 1pm to 3pm

Ancient
Greek

Modern Short Stories
by Women

Tutor: Deborah Day

Tutor: Sharon Priestley

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

6

7 Sep

Fees per term

£78

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

7 Sep

Fees per term

£65

This will be a chance to
start, or indeed revisit,
elementary steps in this
wonderful ancient
language of poets,
playwrights, and
philosophers. All are
welcome, whether you have no knowledge of
ancient Greek or whether you have
previously dipped your toes into it: very
quickly we will be reading simple stories.
Democracy, politics, metropolis, hoi polloi,
enigma, psyche are some of the many Greek
words we all already know. All materials will
be provided.

How would your best
friend describe your life
in 15,000 words? Would
it be a comedy, tragedy,
melodrama, or pulp
fiction? Well, here are
some examples in the
form of diverse short stories from an
anthology entitled The Story: Love, Loss and
The Lives of Women. Anyone—male and
female—is welcome to join us for some
rewarding conversations about who we are
and how we live.

WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 12pm

WEDNESDAYS • 1pm to 3pm

Amazing Feminists of
the Middle East:
Men and Women!

Contemporary
Memoirs
Tutor: Sharon Priestley

Tutor:Wafa Tarnowska
Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

2 Nov

Weeks Starts
Fees per term

£65

What does Feminism
look like in the Middle
East? What does it mean
to be a Muslim Feminist?
This course will cover the
unknown story of a
century of Arab feminism
from its birth in Egypt in 1920 with men and
women feminist pioneers, to today’s techsavvy young activists of the Arab Spring of
2011 and 2019. This course will attempt to
explain why the appetite for change and
equality across the region has not gone away
despite what the media portrays.
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Autumn term

5

2 Nov

Fees per term

£65

What links goshawks, the
White House, and the
Booker Prize? They are
the basis of personal
development and
transformation in the lives
of authors on this course.
H is for Hawk, by Helen Macdonald, focuses
on dealing with grief—by training a
goshawk! Michelle Obama’s Becoming
provides a fascinating insight into living at a
famous place and Bernardine Evaristo’s
Manifesto describes her life as a dedicated
novelist who recently won the Booker Prize.
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WEDNESDAYS • 1pm to 3pm

THURSDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

The Poetry of
Thomas Hardy

Dylan Thomas:
Man and Myth

Tutor: Steven Pollard

Tutor: Gary Day

Weeks Starts

5

Autumn term

14 Sep

Weeks Starts

Fees per term

£65

Autumn term

5

15 Sep

Fees per term

£65

Thomas Hardy is best
known as a novelist but,
following the poor
reception of ‘Jude the
Obscure’, he turned
exclusively to his first
love, poetry. This course
will explore his poetry, which is remarkable
in its own right, placing it within a personal
and social context. Each session will focus on
a specific area and will cover six or seven
poems. Group discussion will be the order of
the day!

Keats said poetry should
come as naturally as
leaves to a tree, but
Thomas could spend an
entire afternoon
agonising over a word.
The result is a few
tortuous poems and some stellar ones. This
course will look at Thomas’ life, the
importance of the Welsh bardic tradition and
the range of his verse. Is he all sound and
fury signifying not very much or is he a
writer of substance?

THURSDAYS • 10am to 12pm

FRIDAYS • 10am to 12pm

The Apollo
Moonshot

Lipreading
Tutor: Louise Reed

Tutor:Tim Parrott

Weeks Starts

Weeks Starts

Autumn term

5

3 Nov

Fees per term

£65

You were too busy in the
Sixties to pay much
attention to the race for
the Moon, but no country
before or since has
devoted itself so
thoroughly to a
peacetime enterprise of this scale. The
human story is full of drama (and indeed
sacrifice). The technology of space flight is
both fascinating and comprehensible to nonspecialists.

Autumn term

10 9 Sep

Fees per term

£130

Lipreading classes are
fun; we laugh a lot and
learn a great deal about
living with acquired
deafness. Students learn
how to cope in difficult
situations and use
techniques which help them understand, and
take greater part in, conversations.
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Special Interest [Spring Term]
MONDAYS • 10am to 12pm

TUESDAYS • 10am to 12pm

Georgian Life Through
Five Paintings

The History of Medicine
from Prehistory to the
Development of Body
Scanners

Tutor: Honor Ridout
Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

9 Jan

Fees per term

£65

Tutor: Christopher Woolston
Weeks Starts

The great English artists
of the Georgian period
portrayed both seriously
and mockingly many
aspects of the life around
them. The five paintings
selected for this course
invite us to explore the background of the
artists and the world they knew, whether
rural, urban, or maritime.

MONDAYS • 7pm to 9pm

The Soul of 19th Century
Russian Music with a
Native Russian
Tutor: Marina Burrell
Spring term

10 9 Jan

Fees per term

£130

In this course we will look
at the development of
medicine from prehistory
up to the modern day.
Along the way we will
examine such topics as
the Italian anatomists, the
Germ Theory of Disease, antisepsis,
anaesthesia and the development of modern
medicines and non-invasive diagnostic
techniques such as MRI and CT scans. No
prior knowledge of medicine, biology or
chemistry will be assumed.

Excellent Women
by Barbara Pym
Tutor: Margaret Norwich
Weeks Starts

Spring term
Fees per term

£130

How differently is Russian
music perceived by
Russians? What do they
mean by soul in music?
This course contains a
continual element of
surprise. Its PowerPoint
presentations with visuals and extras take
you on a fascinating journey with celebrated
composers like Glinka and Tchaikovsky who
faced the challenge of linking the European
music language with Russian national
traditions.
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10 10 Jan

TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

ONLINE COURSE

Weeks Starts

Spring term

6

21 Feb

Fees per term

£78

Set in a post-war world of
light suppers, evensong
and jumble sales
presided over by the
eponymous excellent
women, Barbara Pym’s
second novel, first
published in 1952, is a charmingly
subversive romance which celebrates her
heroine’s independence and wit, providing
effortless social comment which is as
entertaining as it is enlightening, a delight for
all excellent women, and excellent men, too!
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TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

TUESDAYS • 7pm to 9pm

The Body in the Library
by Agatha Christie

Child
Development

Tutor: Margaret Norwich

Tutor: Sue Woollard

Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

10 Jan

Fees per term

£65

Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

Fees per term

21 Feb £65

“Miss Marple insinuated
herself so quickly into my
life that I hardly noticed
her arrival,” wrote Agatha
Christie in her
autobiography: readers
and viewers feel much
the same. Please join us to consider this
wonderful character, a seemingly fluffy,
innocent gossip who reveals herself as a
brilliant detective with formidable insight
and intellect in this flawless novel by the
acknowledged mistress of crime fiction,
writing at the height of her own considerable
powers!

How do children think
and gain knowledge
about the world? Do
early bonds have an
impact on later life? This
course will explore the
psychology of child
development and help unravel some of the
factors that influence young children.

TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 12pm

1963: One
TumultuousYear

Painters of
Modern Life

Tutor: Stephen Barnard

Tutor: Sarah Burles

Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

10 Jan

Weeks Starts

Fees per term

£65

We remember 1963 for
era-defining events such
as the Profumo scandal,
Kennedy’s assassination,
Beatlemania and That
Was The Week That Was
on TV. But why was it
such a watershed year in cultural, political,
and sociological terms? In this course we’ll
explore the values, lifestyles and fashions of
1963, revisit what the nation watched and
listened to, and evaluate the social changes
that the year unleashed. How do the
controversies, dramas and personalities of
1963 look to us now, a full 60 years on?

Spring term

5

11 Jan

Fees per term

£65

In 1863, the art critic and
poet Charles Baudelaire
published “The Painter of
Modern Life” in which he
urged artists to paint the
world around them. This
course discusses the life
and work of five artists who did just that:
Camille Pissarro, Frédéric Bazille, Alfred
Sisley, Berthe Morisot and Gustave
Caillebotte. Each of them were key players in
the Impressionist movement, but are not as
well-known as their contemporaries Monet,
Renoir and Degas.
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Special Interest [Spring Term]
WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 12pm

WEDNESDAYS • 1pm to 3pm

Hidden
Engineering

Fairy Tales:
Classic and Modern

Tutor:Tim Parrott

Tutor: Sharon Priestley

Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

11 Jan

Weeks Starts

Fees per term

£65

Spring term

5

11 Jan

Fees per term

£65

Architects rely on
engineers to turn their
visions into reality.
Beneath the skins of
buildings are frameworks
combining strength with
economy. We’ll examine
skyscrapers (old and new), the Pompidou
Centre in Paris, exciting developments in
London, Le Corbusier’s chapel at Ronchamp,
and more.

Fairy tales continue to
resonate with
readers/listeners. On this
discussion-based course,
we rediscover familiar
fairy tales and some
modern rewritten
versions of them. Authors of contemporary
works include Angela Carter, Margaret
Atwood, Anne Sexton, and Roald Dahl. Our
excellent text (Maria Tatar's The Classic
Fairy Tales) contains all we need for our
journey so that we never have to look for
breadcrumbs along the way! Come and
join us for some fascinating discussions.

WEDNESDAYS • 1pm to 3pm

THURSDAYS • 10am to 12pm

The Language of
Irish Protest

Russia from Ivan the
Terrible to Vladimir Putin

Tutor: Steven Pollard

Tutor: Michael Williams

Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

11 Jan

Fees per term

£65

The course will explore
the way that protest has
been expressed in
Ireland over the past 400
years. We will cover a
variety of texts including
letters, speeches, poetry
and even graffiti! Writers such as Swift and
Yeats will be examined as well as political
figures and ‘ordinary people’. The course is
not intended as a history course although a
general historical context will be provided.
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Weeks Starts

Spring term

10

12 Jan

Fees per term

£130

Russia is outsized in all
ways. During the last 500
years it has been ruled
by some of the most
extraordinary figures in
history. This course looks
at Russian history
through the lives of the greatest of the Tsars
from Ivan the Terrible to Alexander II (not
forgetting Catherine the Great) before
looking at the Soviet era with Lenin, Stalin,
Khrushchev, and Gorbachev, and ending with
Vladimir Putin.
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[Summer Term]
THURSDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

The book of Genesis:
Myth and Psychology

Only Connect: Howards
End by E M Forster

Tutor: Gary Day

Tutor: Margaret Norwich

Weeks Starts

Spring term

5

23 Feb

Fees per term

£65

Weeks Starts

Summer term

6

Fees per term

18 Apr £78

This short course will
examine some of the
most influential stories of
Western literature:
Creation, Adam and Eve,
the Flood, the Tower of
Babel and so on. Who
wrote them? Where did they come from?
What do they mean? Many of these tales
have their roots in Babylonian myth, for
example the epic of Gilgamesh. And while
they may or may not be true, they
nevertheless speak to us at a very deep
level.

The perfect novel for the
summer term! Published
in 1910 and considered
by many to be Forster’s
masterpiece, it’s a study
of social conventions,
codes of conduct and
connections in turn-of-the-century England.
Forster wrote in 1927 that aspects of the
novel include plot, round and flat characters,
fantasy and prophesy, rhythm, and pattern,
all of which emerge in Howards End in the
form of a wonderful story with some local
connections, too!

TUESDAYS • 10am to 12pm
WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 12pm

TUESDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

Walking with History 2
Tutor: Anne Rowe
Weeks Starts

Fees per term

Summer term

5

18 Apr

Summer term

5

19 Apr £65

£65

This is a series of 5 walks
with landscape historian Dr
Anne Rowe exploring the
multi-faceted history of the
Hertfordshire countryside.
Topics covered during the
walks will include
settlement history, open
fields, commons, parks, rabbit warrens and the
management of woodland and hedgerows. Each
walk will be in a different area and will take about
two hours and cover approximately 3-4 miles,
starting and finishing at a point where cars can
be parked. The walks are presented on a fouryear cycle: this selection was last walked in 2018.

Script Reading Oscar
Wilde:The Importance of
Being Ernest
(A Trivial Comedy for Serious People)
Tutor: Margaret Norwich
Weeks Starts

Summer term

6

6 Jun

Fees per term

£78

Please join us to bring
this classic comedy to
life! First performed in
1895 in London, the play
revolves around a
number of characters
who maintain fictitious
personae to escape
burdensome social obligations. In our
production there will be no auditions and no
typecasting: you may be Algernon in one act
and Lady Bracknell in another! There will be
non-speaking parts for those who prefer them
and joy and mirth for all serious people!
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Special Interest [Summer Term]
WEDNESDAYS • 10am to 12pm

WEDNESDAYS • 1pm to 3pm

Sacred Places of the
Middle East

A Literary Tour of the
United Kingdom

Tutor:Wafa Tarnowska

Tutor: Steven Pollard

Weeks Starts

Summer term

5

19 Apr

Fees per term

£78

Weeks Starts

Summer term

5

Fees per term

19 Apr

£65

The Middle East is home to
some of the holiest cities in
the world such as Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, Mecca, Medina,
Karbala, and Ephesus.
However, few people know
about Mount Nebo in Jordan
where Moses is buried, the
Convent of Our Lady of Saidnaya in Syria, the
Monastery of Saint Catherine in Egypt, the shrine of
Baha’ullah, founder of the Bahai faith in Israel, and
the Kadisha valley in Lebanon which has sheltered
Christian monastic communities for many centuries.
This course will take you on a fascinating journey of
discovery through these lesser-known holy places
that Zoroastrians, Yazidis, Druze, Christians,
Muslims, and Jews revere.

We will embark on a
poetic tour of the United
Kingdom. Each session
will take a different
region and explore the
way that the place has
influenced poets.
Yorkshire, Scotland and Cumbria will be
among the counties, and we will explore
poets from different periods.

WEDNESDAYS • 10.30am to 12.30pm

THURSDAYS • 1.30pm to 3.30pm

Hollywood:The Golden Age
of the Studio System

Gustave Klimt and
Fin de Siècle Vienna

Tutor: Christopher Budd

Tutor: Gary Day

Weeks Starts

Summer term

10

26 Apr

Fees per term

£130

Paramount. Fox. Warner
Bros. RKO. M-G-M. You’ve
seen their logos all your
cinemagoing life. Behind
each one is part of the
story of how five giant
studios – and a handful of
lesser lights – built and ruled over the
golden age of Hollywood. And each one,
with their own stable of producers,
craftspeople, and stars, brought us a wealth
of movie classics to enjoy.
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Weeks Starts

Summer term

5

8 June

Fees per term

£65

This course will examine
how Klimt’s career
mirrored the turbulent
state of Vienna in the late
nineteenth and early
twentieth century. He is
probably best known for
his ‘Golden Phase’, seen at it most brilliant in
‘The Kiss’. Before then he was a conservative
painter working on public buildings. In 1897
he co-founded the Vienna Secession whose
aim was to provide a platform for new artists.
It was then that he started to become a
controversial figure.
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Workshops
& Lectures
at the Settlement
For those too busy to
commit to a five or
ten week course, we
run a series of ‘oneoff’ workshops and
lectures covering a
broad range of
subjects that may
better suit a
demanding lifestyle.

In the past we have held workshops on Art, Fused Glass,
Papermaking, Jewellery Making, Printing and
Writing, plus lectures on The Cold War, Vikings in
your Vocabulary and Klimt and Schiele.
We also hold one off events with guest speakers, film
evenings and book launches.
To keep up to date with events at the Settlement, please
follow us on social media:
www.facebook.com/LetchworthSettlement
twitter.com/TSettlement
www.instagram.com/letchworthsettlement
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Settlement Groups & Associated O
Black Squirrel Stitching Group

HUE

Thursday mornings, six times a term

Saturdays

We are a friendly group who meet for a show and
tell, sharing ideas and expertise in rag rugging,
crochet, embroidery, block printing, papercraft,
mixed media, patchwork - the list is endless. All
welcome including complete beginners.

HUE is a group of artists who work with textiles.
We meet with our mentor, Anthea Godfrey, 4-6
times a year to share and critique our work.
There is no element of teaching in our meetings
– we work independently within the supportive
nature of the group.

Contact Irene Holland on 01462634488; email:
irene.holland@hotmail.co.uk

Dance Steps Academy
4pm Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and 9am Saturdays.
Ballet, Tap, Modern and Street Jazz classes for
children from 3 years upwards.
Contact Sarah Johnson on 07931 358410; email:
dancestepsacademy@googlemail.com
www.dancesteps-academy.co.uk

Fit Steps

Contact Val Aitken on 01462 635386; email:
valerie.aitken@ntlworld.com
www.huetextiles.com

Keep Fit
Tuesdays 11.15am to 12.15pm
A gentle/medium paced class of exercise to
music, aiming to move and stretch the whole
body. Some seated exercise is included. The
music is varied, and the main purpose of the
hour-long session is to have fun and enjoy
exercising. All ages and abilities are welcome.
Please contact Jan Grimsey on 01462 642248

Tuesdays 9.45am to 10.45am
The class will provide you with one day’s worth of
the recommended 30 minutes’ moderate aerobic
exercise, in a fun and interesting workout to
music.

Letchworth Arts & Leisure Group
(LALG)

First Garden City Ladies’ Group

We are a local not for profit organisation that
offers over 100 arts and leisure activities and
events in Letchworth, Hitchin and the
surrounding towns and villages. Pick up a copy of
the latest newsletter from David’s Bookshop,
Eastcheap, Letchworth.

Second Monday of each month from
2pm to 4pm.

Please contact William Armitage on 01462
643537 or Elaine Fox on 01462 735642

A social club for all ages with guest speakers,
social afternoons, raffles, and outings.

www.LALG.org.uk

Please contact Michelle Turner on 07730
009037

Contact Wendy Gould on 01462 676068

LALG Wine Appreciation Group
Occasional Fridays at 8pm.

Get Painting
Wednesdays and Thursdays
9.30am - 12.30pm.
Get Painting is where you can join a group of
artists with a wide range of techniques and
abilities. There is no tuition; however, anyone can
come along and enjoy painting in a friendly
social environment.
Contact Tony Faulkner on 07414780177;
email: antoniio@live.co.uk
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The group's objective is to provide a social,
friendly environment in which to explore the
world of wines and attract both beginners and
those who are more knowledgeable.
Contact John Raines on 01462 893059
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d Organisations
LALG Wine Discovery Group
3rd Friday of the month.
A lively group, we take it in turns to present wines
from around the world with occasional external
experts showcasing selected wine.
Email: nigelrigby54@gmail.com or
moirarigby@btinternet.com

Letchworth Art Society
Tuesdays 7.30pm-9.30pm, starting in early
September.
A friendly group that meets to paint for pleasure.
Every week there is either a demonstration, a
model or a still life in one room, and another
room in which members can ‘do their own thing’.

Letchworth Recorded Music
Society
Alternate Fridays, 2.00pm to 4.30pm from
23 September 2022 to March 2023.

Contact Jane Gibbs on 01462 673535

Fortnightly programmes of recorded music
presented by members of the Society.
Occasional guest presenters.

Letchworth Camera Club

Contact Judie Starkey on 01462 673206; email
kenstarkey4@gmail.com

Thursday evenings
A varied programme of talks, competitions, and
instruction evenings through which we hope to
provide advice and encouragement to our
members to enjoy all aspects of photography in a
friendly environment.
Contact Ed Tickner on 07576 665333
www.letchworthcameraclub.org.uk

Letchworth Garden City Society

Letchworth Sinfonia
Fortnightly on Sundays
A friendly amateur orchestra which gives two
concerts a year (January and June). Conducted
and led by professional musicians, the emphasis
is on getting the best from the players who
comprise a wide variety of people, some who
have always played, and others who are late
starters or late returners.

The group meets approximately four times
a year on a Monday at 7.30pm.

Contact Don Shewan on 01763 244079; email
info@letchworth-sinfonia.org.uk

Contact Philippa Parker on 01462 686828; email:
philippaclare@me.com

www.letchworth-sinfonia.org.uk

www.lgcs.org.uk

North Herts Guild of Spinners,
Weavers and Dyers

Letchworth & Hitchin Chess Club

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Thursday of
each month in term time at 7.30pm starting
in September.

Monday evenings at 7.30pm from
September to May.
Contact: Tim Thurstan on 01462 459873

Affiliated to the Association of Guilds of Weavers,
Spinners and Dyers. A friendly group committed
to promoting hand spinning, weaving, felting and
dyeing. You do not need to be an expert to join
and visitors are welcome.
Email the Secretary:
craftingtogether@gmail.com.
www.craftingtogether.wordpress.com
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Poetry ID Group

Settlement Players

Alternate Thursdays from 7.30pm to
10.00pm.

Mondays and Wednesdays at 8pm, plus
some Sundays.

We have regular writing workshops based on
varying themes, after which there is a read-round
of work produced. Past guest poets include
Wendy Cope, Penelope Shuttle, Tamar Yoseloff,
George Szirtes, John Mole, Stuart Henson and
John Greening.

We are an active and friendly group performing
three full-length and one-act plays every year.
Newcomers are always welcome, both acting and
technical. Experience not essential.

Contact David Smith on 01462 631285; email:
djsapt@gmail.com

www.settlement-players.org.uk

www.poetryid.wordpress.com/Facebook

www.facebook.com/settlementplayers

Email: contactplayers@settlementplayers.org.uk

Settlement Table Tennis Group
Royal Society for the Protection of
Birds

Monday evenings at 7.15pm.

First Friday of each month between
September and May.

Contact Sandra Harper on 01767 315649

The RSPB Hitchin and Letchworth local group
holds social meetings when an invited speaker
will talk about a wildlife-related topic.
Contact Martin Johnson on 01763 249459;
email: martinrjspc@hotmail.com
www.rspb.org.uk/groups/
hitchinandletchworth

League matches are played each week.

Sugarcraft Private Tutored Group
Thursdays at 9.30am to 12pm.
This group, with 10-week terms, starting on 15th
September 2022, 12th January 2023, and 27th
April 2023, has occasional vacancies.
Please contact Celia Hasan on 01462 456429;
email: celiahasan@btinternet.com

25 Club
Alternate Thursdays at 10am for 10.30am.
A group of retired professional and businessmen
who meet, usually with a guest speaker.
Contact Vernon McClure on 01462 678188
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How to Find Us
By car: From London, Stevenage and The
North – A1 (M). Leave A1 (M) motorway at
junction 9. Follow signs for Letchworth, A505.
From Cambridge. Via A505 from Royston, follow
Baldock bypass across Junction 9 (A1M)
roundabout on to A505 (Letchworth Gate).
From Milton Keynes, Bedford, Ampthill, A5, M1 –
(via A507). Leave M1 at Junction 13 (Ridgmont –
25 miles, 40mins). Follow A507, ignoring the first
turning for Letchworth. At a roundabout, take the
right turning signed ‘Norton, Letchworth’.
Continue along Norton Road, turning left at the

roundabout into Norton Way North. Then follow
the map below.
By Train: Letchworth Garden City is on the
London (King’s Cross) – Stevenage – Royston –
Cambridge service. There are frequent trains
from King’s Cross (35-50mins) and from
Cambridge (30mins).
By Bus: Regular services from Hitchin, Baldock,
Stevenage and Stotfold stop close by on Norton
Way North near the railway bridge.
Postcode: If using SatNav/Multimap etc, use
SG6 4UB
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Meet
Come along and meet like-minded
people on one of our courses.
Whatever your interest we probably
have something to tempt you. A wide
range of clubs and societies also
meet here – the Settlement Players,
the Camera Club and groups
ranging from art to wine appreciation
– all enjoy catching up at
229 Nevells Road.

Learn
Our supportive and friendly
approach provides the ideal
learning environment for our
students across a range of exciting
subjects which include modern
languages and practical craft
courses such as upholstery,
patchwork & quilting and sugarcraft.
Discover different authors and their
works, explore other cultures and
learn more about artists and their
lives and times.

Create
Painting, writing, ﬂower arranging
and more. Designed to be
thought-provoking and stimulating,
our courses will challenge your
creativity and reveal those
hidden skills……

We hope to see you at the
Settlement very soon!
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229 Nevells Road
Letchworth Garden City
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